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“Don't dream of winning, train for it!” –Mo Farah
"Run when you can, walk if you have to, crawl if you must; just never give up." –Dean Karnazes
"There are many challenges to long distance running, but one of the greatest is the question of
where to put one’s house keys." –Gabrielle Zevin
“I plan on having such an awesome run, Morgan Freeman should narrate it.” –unknown

From the Editor

Spring Into Summer
An admission: I never know whether to focus on the past
two months in these columns, since that’s what most of the
material in the issue is about, or on the next two months (as
the date on the cover indicates). So often they tend to become a blend of both. This time is no exception. Welcome to
the May, June, July, and August edition of From the Editor.
As you’ll read in the Shorts section (see p. 6), and possibly
remember from previous issues, I tend to obsess about the
weather a lot. How it has impacted training and races. How it
has affected the general vibe of the season, etc. And once
again, this issue doesn’t buck the norm. Only in this case, the
main theme is… man, the weather sure has been nice.
After an on-again off-again winter in which the snow held
off for ages, until it arrived over the southern Green Mountains in stupendous amounts in early March, we ended up
with a relatively normal spring. And it’s pretty much been in a
steady state of normal ever since. We got the rain when we
needed it, things have a had a chance to dry out after those
rains, and it’s been seasonably warm and comfortable for
months. And thank the stars above the humidity levels have
been reasonable right up to the time of this writing. All of
which has been perfect for running. Just perfect. Any gripes I
may have had have been entirely of my own making.
Speaking of: I tried to run my first 50-miler a few weeks
ago. As I’ve been saying, the weather was absolutely ideal,
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both for most of the training and for all of race day, June 9th.
I got to about mile 25 of my race and had been feeling good. I
made the initial cutoff times and was running strong. But my
right foot started feeling funny, with a terrible pain on the
outside, right where the 5th metatarsal bone sticks out a bit. I
started avoiding landing on it, which was tough since the trail
was fairly bouldery and the altered gait was awkward. To my
growing chagrin, I began walking where I otherwise would
have run, and realized that I suddenly wasn’t having much
fun. I know the difference between “run through it” discomfort and “listen to your body” pain. So I called it at a 50K for
the day. Another time, 50-mile ultra, another time…
After determining that there was no stress fracture or
anything, I jumped on the bike for some rides (ow, my bum)
and hopped in the river for some swims (ahhhhh), and tentatively got back on the trails (just in time for deerfly season).
My fitness is still generally pretty good from the ultra training, my weight is finally right where I want it again, and I feel
ready to springboard into whatever active adventures the
summer months may bring. Not sure what those are yet, but I
know I’ll be trained up for ‘em when they arrive.

But what about you? How’s your training been going? If
the answer to that question is anything along the lines of not
quite as good as you’d like, then consider attending one or
more of SMAC’s free summer track sessions in Deerfield on
Wednesday evenings. Barry Auskern offers us structured but
low-key and inspiring coaching advice, and the workouts are
great for athletes of all levels and abilities.
Hopefully you’ve also been running in or volunteering at
some of the awesome SMAC series or Green Prix Trail Series
races, or at the weekly 5K XC races in Northampton, or at the
summer youth track events. We’ve got a lot of really great
opportunities going on right now. And come Sunday, August
26 we’re going to be pulling out all stops (and seeking your
help!) at our first-ever New England Green River Marathon
event. It is sold out now, full to capacity with runners from all
over the place, and we really want to make sure we get off to
a terrific start and put on a great race.
So that’s all for now. Please enjoy this issue of The Sun,
packed with fun member profiles (thank you, Catlin & Nate!),
race reports, reviews, stats, photos, and more. Hopefully the
list of upcoming races is inspiring, along with the ads for several big ones. If we’re lucky we’ll keep getting great weather
this summer; see you out there!

-Ben
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Member Profile

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Catlin Converse
Age: 37
Town: Amherst
Job: Speech Language Pathologist
Where are you from originally? Shelburne
Runner (off and on) since: Middle School
Personal Records? ~19:05 XC 5K (back in college); 5:30 mile
in high school and college; 2 mile at 11:50 (also years ago)
Favorite distance to race/run: 10Ks and under, probably 5Ks
Favorite place to run: Trails and hills around home
Favorite author/book/movie or TV show (s): The New Yorker
is what I read most often. For books, the ones I’ve re-read the
most: Being Peace by Thich Nhat Hanh, Pride and Prejudice
by Jane Austen, The Princess Bride by William Goldman, and
Middlemarch by George Elliot
Interests (besides running, of course!): Dance, hiking, meditation, activities with my kids
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music):
No music while running
Excited about: Mon LaFerte, Lila Downes right now
Greatest adventure: Life itself
Secret ambition: Oh, so many! But they’re secret.
Favorite recovery drink: Ovaltine and, of course, water

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? Hmmm, to
train regularly.
Favorite piece of running gear: Swix light-weight ear muffs
that I’ve had for 20+ years; second to that, a new pair of
gloves with mitts that can cover the glove, or be tucked into a
pocket on top.
What was the last running event you participated in? The
Sawmill Scramble 5K

Favorite TV Show: Arrested Development (first seasons), Jane
the Virgin, The Mindy Project, Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
Favorite food: Lentils, basmati rice, tomatoes, cucumbers,
raspberries, fried seafood, sushi, salads, and chocolate-oat
desserts. I think I’m hungry.
Personal goal for 2018: Sleep more, procrastinate less.
Last concert you went to / favorite band: Mon LaFerte was
my last concert.
Last movie you saw in the theater: Can’t even remember… I
think Inside Out

Best advice you ever got: “Happiness is available, please help
yourself to it.” - Thich Nhat Hanh
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Probably scarfs
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it be?
Ability to magically transplant fully grown trees and shrubs.
Also, and more importantly, ability to capture carbon on a
large and controlled scale with minimal effort and no negative unintended side effects.

Recent memorable moment while running? What pops into
my head when asked that question is the memory of unexpectedly running through one of those big, head-level spider
webs last week.
Your cross training activities? Ballet class. Want to start
swimming again.
Favorite local running route? Robert Frost Trail in N Amherst
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Crisp fall days, because of the way the air feels and
smells and the fall foliage and/warm times with light rain/wet
with full green foliage in the woods. That said, there’s something satisfying and focused about getting out when it’s cold.
Time of day: 10 a.m., which is not convenient with work, but
is when I’m most awake.
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Catlin soars over the summit of Mt. Holyoke in the 7 Sisters race.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Nate Olson
Age: 30

is probably The Impostors with Stanley Tucci. I don’t watch
much TV these days. Favorite author is Nabokov.

Town: Sunderland
Job: I teach Pilates at The Pilates Studio in Hadley. Right now
I’m working on developing a Pilates-based mobility and conditioning program geared towards runners.

Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? I’m originally from the town of
Bourne, on Cape Cod. I came to the area for college, bounced
around the country for a while after graduating, and have
been back in the area for a few years now. I’m more of a
mountain person than an ocean person, I guess. The Pioneer
Valley suits me well.
Runner since: The 2016 Summer Olympics got me off the
couch and into running shoes for the first time since high
school, when I ran one season of cross-country and promptly
got sidelined with lower leg injuries. Returning to running and
trying to break free from the mindset of a frustrated 17-yearold has been enlightening so far, and I’m looking forward to
seeing how far I can evolve.
Personal Records? My 5K PR is 19:25 at the Brick House 5K in
Turners Falls on June 16th. My 10K PR is 45:59 at the New
Salem Rabbit Run on May 19th. But I’m aiming to whittle
those down a fair bit this fall.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
The running achievement I’m most proud of is finally breaking 20 minutes at the weekly Northampton 5K race. It was
starting to feel like it would never happen.
Local running/SMAC “claim to fame”: It’s not a claim to fame
yet, but I love to sprint hard at the end of a race, and I’m
looking forward to deploying my finishing kick to more effect
someday, when I’m closer to the leaders.
Favorite distance to race/run: I’ve been focusing on 5K races
so far, but I’m not sure I’ve found my favorite distance
yet. I’m not a trained sprinter at all (never did track and field,
unfortunately), but I really enjoyed running the 200m dash at
SMAC’s indoor track meet at Smith this past winter, and so
I’d like to do more of that. Sheer adrenaline!
Favorite place to run: So far, along the Green River. We’ll see
if that’s still true after the marathon in August.

Favorite author/book/movie or TV show (s): Favorite movie
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Nate winning the Brick House 5K (photo by Aya Yamasaki)

Interests (besides running, of course!): Golf, pool, chess,
crossword puzzles. Playing the piano. Being outdoors. I’ve
been getting into cycling recently as well, and have enjoyed
riding with the Northampton Cycling Club.
Greatest adventure: I’m not sure this counts as an adventure
– more of an adrenaline rush/stupid idea – but I once ran
alongside a train, grabbed on, and rode it for a mile or so before having to jump off. I did not stick the landing and got
pretty scraped up, but otherwise I would’ve ended up in Vermont. Also, a few years back I packed up and moved out to
beautiful Sun Valley, Idaho, basically on a whim, which was
pretty exciting. The mountains out there are incredible.
Secret ambition: Can’t say. You’ll know it when you see it!
Favorite recovery drink: Chocolate milk cut with regular milk.
Supposedly there’s research backing it up as a recovery drink,
but deliciousness counts too.
Recent memorable moment while running? It’s not so recent, but during the Happy Valley Half last year, I had what I
can only describe as an out-of-body experience, where I felt
like I was floating above myself as I ran (perhaps connected
to trying too hard to hold off a pursuer [Continued next page]
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[Olson profile, continued from previous page]

breathing down my neck). I’m guessing that’s something that
distance/endurance runners learn to take in stride.
Secret tips or good advice? Work on your mobility and your
running form. You can always make changes for the better.
Training partners? I’ve had some good runs with John Herron
and Mike Barlow, who’s also training for the Green River
Marathon, and Barry Auskern’s Wednesday night track
workouts in Deerfield have been very helpful. I’m trying to
learn and absorb as much as I can, so I’m always looking for
people to run with. Social facilitation is real!

Cross training activities? Pilates and cycling. I’m starting to
get back into some strength training too.
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Toss-up between warm summer evenings at the track
and crisp fall foliage-filled mornings.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I’d like to
get a good fast mile time under my belt eventually, ideally
under five minutes. My dad casually mentioned recently that
his best mile was 5:26, so I've got to beat that at least.

What was the last running event you participated in? The
Brick House 5K in Turners Falls, organized by Dawn Montague
of SMAC. First time in my life I’ve won a race!
Favorite non-running activity: These days, seeing my baby
nephew, Arjun. I’ve already nicknamed him Chargin’ Arjun.
His dad doesn’t know it yet but he’s going to be a runner, no
question.
Favorite food: Steak with scallions or the green curry from
Stir Crazy, back on the Cape
Personal goal for 2018: Finish the Green River Marathon in
August, injury-free, and stay healthy through the fall.

Best advice you ever got: Keep going.
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it be?
Invulnerability. That's a good one to build around.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.

Favorite piece of running gear: I finally bought a Garmin and
now I see what the fuss is all about. Data is fun.

SMAC at the Brick House 5K in Turners Falls — (photos by Aya Yamasaki & Jason Brown)

Chuck Adams

Deborah Frenkel
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Rebecca Groveman

Mike Fadel
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Shorts
by Ben Kimball, with submissions from Karin George, Katherine Buttolph, Patrick Pezzati, and Kevin Decoteau
There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to cover
all of them in any given issue of The Sun (though for this issue
we tried! Don’t get used to it; it took way too much time to
research and compile all the data). While we can’t have full
recaps for every race that SMAC members have participated
in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the ones we
know about. If you’d like to contribute or see yourself in future Shorts, please do pass information along to the editor.

Franklin County Spring 5K in Turners Falls (4/28/18): For
SMAC men, Mike Fadel led the way in 28:33 while Catherine
Bezio was the first SMAC female runner, in 33:36. Results.
Daffodil Run 5K and 10K in Amherst (4/29/18): It was a cold
and rainy morning for this annual spring-themed event. In the
5K, Ed Appel took the top men’s spot for SMAC, finishing in
9th place in 21:36. For SMAC racers in the 10K, Francie Lin
finished in 49:33, while John Thorpe finished in 50:18. Also in
the 10K were Amy Sternheim, Cara Rigali, Nan Mead, Janet
Grimes, and Robert Averill. Results.
Seven Sisters Trail Race (5/5/18): Trail runners enjoyed nearperfect weather conditions at the Sisters race this year, with
clear skies, low humidity, and a light breeze to clear the bugs
and ease the pain. Intrepid SMAC racers included Aaron
Stone (2:06:07), Elena Betke-Brunswick (2:35:04), Michael
Paulsen (2:55:22), Catlin Converse (3:00:24), Sarah Nelson
(3:04:50), Ericka Emerson (3:12:31), Peter Kennedy (3:34:23),
Elizabeth Morgan (3:36:41), Bosiljka Glumac (3:59:34), Aleks
and Miodrag Glumac (5:09:19). Special mention to Eric Nazar
for sporting a vintage Sugarloaf singlet out there. Results.
Walter Childs Marathon and Half in Holyoke (5/6/18): SMAC
racer Sri Bodkhe rocked a 3:33:44 fifth-place finish in the full
marathon. Daryl Delisle was 31st in the half, in 1:54:10, and
Ted Ridout finished the half in 2:48:19. Results.
Mother’s Day Half Marathon (5/13/18): As usual and as expected, this annual half in Whately was packed with SMAC
members. Eric Ciocca was our top male runner, finishing in
10th place in 1:31:39, and Erin Cassidy was our first female,
finishing 33rd overall in 1:43:10. Others in the top 50 include
Mike Barlow, Abbie Zaret, and Brian Williams. Results.
Rabbit Run 10K in New Salem (5/19/18): Weather couldn’t
have been better for racing at this year’s annual “Brutal Hills
(both down and up) at the Quabbin” challenge: overcast, a
light breeze, and temps in the low 50s, with flirtation from
some gentle showers near the end. The top 3 SMAC men
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were Jason Arble (42:25), Nate Olson (45:59), and Bob Bezio
(46:43); 3rd, 4th, and 5th places overall, respectively. On the
women’s side, the first SMAC runner was Sarah Nelson, 8th
overall in 49:17. Catlin Converse was 12th overall in 50:31,
and Alice McKeon was 15th overall (50:41). SMAC road race
series director John Reino ran with one of those strips on his
nose, which may have been responsible for his excellent time
of 47:30 (I’m only a lot jealous). Carla Halpern was again the
RD, and Patrick Pezzati served as race timer. Results.
Rafter’s College Town Classik 5K in Amherst (5/20/18): On a
roll of great racing results, SMAC’s Ed Appel took second
place overall in a time of 19:44. Also running were Robert
Averill and Paul Peelle. Results.
Wild Goose Chase 5K in Florence (5/20/18): JoEllen Reino
took the top SMAC spot and ninth place overall in 22:03,
while Abbie Zaret was hot on her heels in 23:28. Results.
Wachusett Mountain Road Race (5/26/18): Karin George
offered this poetic summation of her 10K race, which she finished in (57:14): “Run up Wachusett, they said it’s fine, but I
will now vouch, Down? OUCH.”
Results.
Bolder Boulder 10K (5/28/18): Katherine Buttolph reports
that she ran a 1:10:21 at this annual Colorado classic in Boulder, not quite beating her age, “but A-OK considering the lack
of oxygen out there.” Results.
Sawmill Scramble 5K trail race at the Saw Mill Hills Conservation Area in Northampton (6/9/18): There were 26 finishers
at the kick-off race in SMAC’s new Green Prix Trail Series,
with a new CR (20:27) set by 14-year-old Riley Cole. Jeffrey
Levreault was the first club male, in 21:20, and Catlin Converse was the first female, in 24:09. Other SMAC racers included Pete Kakos (24:41), Laure Van Den Broeck Raffensperger (27:12), Jonathan Shefftz (27:12), Tom Raffensperger
(29:18), Phil Weilerstein (31:19), Aleks Kajstura (33:42) [see
her moss review], Bosiljka Glumac (33:53), Jodi McIntyre
(34:53), James Farrick (35:02), & Cara Rigali (35:24). Results.
Firebird 5K in Greenfield (6/9/18): Garth Shaneyfelt won the
2nd place spot, in 19:39, and Deborah Frenkel was the first
SMAC woman, in 24:13 (21st). Dawn Montague finished a
mere two seconds behind Deborah, in 24:15 (22nd), and Nan
Mead ran a 30:32 (51st). There were 156 finishers. Results.
Westfield Wave Triathlon at Hampton Ponds State Park in
Westfield (6/10/18): John Reino was 17th overall and 3rd in his
age group, in 1:11:04, and JoEllen Reino was 19th overall and
2nd woman in 1:11:48. Results.
[Continued next page]
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[Shorts, continued from previous page]

Lake Wyola Road Race 4.7-miler in Shutesbury (6/10/18):
Competition was fierce at the annual romp around the lake.
SMAC’s top racer was Nick Gaubinger, who placed 3rd overall
in 27:54. He was followed by Jason Arble, 6th in 30:17, and
Bob Bezio, 9th in 31:30. The first SMAC female was Sarah Nelson in 36:09 (28th), with Erin Cassidy right behind her in 36:13
(29th), and JoEllen Reino soon after in 36:54 (32nd). Results.
Vegan Power 50K & 25K Trail Races at Pittsfield State Forest
(6/16/18): Fog filled the valley in the early morning hours, but
it vanished soon after dawn, leaving us with yet another near
-perfect early summer day. I photographed at this event
again this year, and was very thankful for the low humidity
(see ya, sweat!), light breeze (bye bugs!), and reasonable
temps even in the full sun. Four strong SMAC racers took on
the 25K race: Aleks Kajstura (10th place, in 3:10:42), Nancy
Mead (24th place, in 4:00:01) [agghh! Just 2 seconds faster,
Nan...!], Christine Morin (30th place, in 4:19:30), and Rebecca
González-Kreisberg (40th place, in 5:19:28). Meanwhile, Carla
Halpern finished the full 50K (9:05:30). Results.
Brick House 5K in Turners Falls (6/16/18): SMAC’s Nate Olson
(see his member profile this issue) ran away with the overall
win in 19:25. The first SMAC woman was Rebecca Groveman,
in 27:57 (25th). Chuck Adams was 10th in 25:53, Mike Fadel
18th in 26:06, and Deborah Frenkel finished in 35:22. Results.
Strawberry Fest 5K in Hatfield (6/16/18): No SMAC?? Results.
Florence 5K in, um… Florence (6/16/18): James Farrick (5th
place) finished in 25:25 and Teresa Vincent (6th place) finished in 28:08. Results.
Mt. Washington Road Race (6/16/18): Patrick Pezzati reports
that “SMAC represented extremely well at the Mount Washington Road Race! We had two age group winners: Glenn
Caffery was 55th overall and won the 55–59 Age Group (AG)
in a time of 1:24:00; Rich Larsen was 61st overall in a time of
1:25:26 and won the 65–69 AG as well as setting a new record for the category (or maybe 60–69, not sure). Either way,
two amazing performances! In team scoring, we were the 3rd
Masters behind CMS and the BAA [3rd. SUGARLOAF MOUNTAIN ATHLETIC CLUB: 1:24:04 1:25:29 1:30:55 1:32:34
1:33:16 (1:39:07) (1:41:02) = 7:26:18. Glenn Caffery, Richard
Larsen, Mark Staples, Donald Pacher, Al Ladd, Patrick Pezzati, Eric Ciocca] and 3rd Seniors behind CMS again, and Team
Gloucester [3. SMAC: 1:24:04 1:25:29 1:33:16 1:39:07 2:13:06
(2:23:18) = 8:15:02. Glenn Caffery, Richard Larsen, Al Ladd,
Patrick Pezzati, Phillip Bricker, Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger].” Lots of other SMAC runners climbed the hill too.
Patrick says he had “a decent race despite an injury sustained
on a stupid 3-mile jog during the taper. I was slower than I
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hoped, at 1:38:32 net (1:39:07 gun), but was able to run the
entire way save for two brief walking breaks at the last two
water stops. Conditions were very windy at the top, but the
views were incredible. And yes, there was still snow here and
there.” Results.
Vanessa Marcotte 5K in Princeton (6/16/18): Kevin Decoteau
reports that this race is “a fundraiser to raise money for anti
violence-against-women programs. Vanessa was murdered
while on a run near her mother’s home in Princeton two
years ago. This was the 2nd annual run/walk. It was held at the
Wachusett Mtn. ski area, a beautiful spot for a run. The
weather was warmer than I would like and overall it was a
beautiful day. There was a silent auction that happened from
various artists and some sport items on the block also, ex.
signed helmet from Tom Brady and a football from Gronk
among other items. A very moving moment of silence to remember Vanessa then the race started, there was a timer but
time was not important. What was important was remembering Vanessa. There were about 1,000 runners and walkers,
and the run raised about $85,000 at last report. It was a good
run and a great cause.” Results.
JCC Father’s Day 10 in Springfield (6/17/18): SMAC missed
the top spot, which went to Jason Beaver, but the men swept
the next three finishes. John Herron took 2nd place in 38:06,
Sohan Tyner was 3rd in 38:40, and Jason Arble was 4th in
38:51. John’s son, 15-year-old Matt Herron, was the first
male in the 13–17 category (14th place, in 44:42). Erin Cassidy
was SMAC’s first female finisher (2nd F overall) in 45:41, followed by Sarah Nelson (3rd F, in 46:45), and Alice McKeon
(4th F, in 47:08). Of the 95 total finishers, an impressive majority were wearing the snazzy yellow jerseys. Go SMAC! Results.
Mt. Greylock Trail Race (half-marathon) (6/17/18): On a relatively warm and humid day, Aaron Stone placed 2nd in an impressive 1:47:55, John McCarthy took 9th place in 2:00:03,
while Rob Higley was 22nd in 2:15:32, Scott Burch was 57th in
2:46:20, and Carl Cignoni was 94th in 3:28:44. Results.
Westfield Half Marathon (6/23/18): Sri Bodkhe came in 15th
in 1:34:16 and Ericka Emerson was 38th in 1:43:04. Craig Reed
was 5th overall in the 10K in 39:20. Results.
Wild Thing 10K Trail Race in Lenox (6/24/18): John Herron
finished 2nd overall, in 43:23. I managed to show up back at
the start/finish area much later, in 58:04, while John’s son
Matt finished 4th overall in the 5K (in 24:20). Results.
Fitzgerald Five Trail Race in Northampton (6/30/18): The hot
and humid didn’t keep us away from trail series race #2!
SMAC runners included Nick Gaubinger, Garth Shaneyfelt,
Alex Wirth-Cauchon, Sarah Nelson, Brian Williams, myself,
James Farrick, Jodi McIntyre, Jen Garrett, Cara Rigali, Kathie
Williams, Donna Utakis, and Melinda Baughman.
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Upcoming Races

To All SMAC members:
The marathon is full for
2018, but you can still
participate and help
make this first year a
tremendous success!
Please contact the race
director about the
many volunteer needs
and opportunities.

Proceeds will be split
between the club and
the Connecticut River
Conservancy.

Special thanks to SMAC
member Amy Schmidt
Bowse for the gorgeous
design of the race’s
poster, bibs, and sponsor brochures. We’re
gonna get ours framed!

Race Website
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SMAC Racing

The 2018 SMAC Race Series Halftime Show
by John Reino
The SMAC Series kicked off its 9th year this past April at
the now-anticipated Series “Season Opener” – the Ron
Hebert race. Since that time, Series participants have visited
New Salem (Rabbit Run), Sunderland (Pound the Pavement),
Shutesbury (Lake Wyola), and Springfield (JCC Father’s Day).
That’s five races completed already of the 15 total on the
Series schedule.
Thirty-six Series participants (15 women, 21 men) are
sweating their way either to points in the M/F Series standings OR to becoming a “Series Finisher” (completing 9 of the
15 races). A select few may even be in pursuit of obtaining
the coveted Perfect Attendance award (all 15 races). And of
course, some are just out to have a good time and meet other local runners while improving their personal race times.
The current Series standings (as of 6/26/18) are as follows:
2018 Top Five Women (so far)
1. Sarah Nelson, 2. Alice McKeon, 3. Gina Vanasse, 4. Bosiljka
Glumac, and 5. Cara Rigali.
2018 Top Five Men (so far)

1. Jason Arble, 2. Robert Bezio, 3. Ron Boyden, 4. Peter Kennedy, and 5. Skip Soper.

place. Non-SMAC people racing might not even realize that
Series participants are among them.
Some numbers to demonstrate the impact of Series runners on local races:
Race

% SMAC Series participants

Ron Hebert
Rabbit Run
Pound the Pavement
Lake Wyola
JCC Father’s Day

32
33
28
22
23

Furthermore, the last race, JCC, had 11 Series runners place in
spots 1–3 in either the Overall or Age Group categories.
The Series schedule quiets down a bit in the summer
months, as there are but 2 races in July and only 1 in August.
Once September comes, though, things change again. There’s
a “double” (race #9 Don Maynard + race #10 Summit Run) on
the same weekend and a 10K the next weekend (the Conway
Covered Bridge Classic).
The Series schedule also returns to its roots this year,
with the finale race going back to being the Monson Half
Marathon. The wrap-up Closing Ceremony (awards, food,
speaker, etc.) will take place during the week prior to Thanksgiving, and will celebrate a total of 8 months of racing and 83
miles of chasing finish lines.
Something new: on the Race Series tab of the SMAC website (hover your mouse over the tab to make the pull-down
menu appear) is the M/F All-Time Series Race Count, indicating the total number of races completed as Series entrants
across the past 8 years. Mike Duffy (83) and Carla Halpern
(104) currently hold the distinction of topping these lists.

John is a SMAC member from South Deerfield. He serves on
the Board and has been the organizer / ringleader / MC of the
SMAC Series since its inception almost a decade ago now.
Bob Bezio collects an enticingly edible award at Wyola (V. Barlow).

So far for 2018 there are 7 women and 4 men who have
Perfect Attendance – 5 for 5 of the races on the Series schedule (note: Series perfect attendance is something to applaud,
but we all understand that it’s not a realistic expectation
when joining the Series).
Joining the Series helps to hold people accountable to
themselves to show up at events – in fact, their reliability and
determination is what makes them Series runners in the first
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See current stats for all men and women Series participants on the Race Series tab on the SMAC website
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SMAC Racing

Vermont 100 Aid Station: Call for Volunteers
by Dave Martula
To the SMAC Community:
SMAC has, for the past two years, provided a team of volunteers to handle the first manned aid station of the Vermont
100-mile endurance race. The aid station is located at mile
15.4 of the 100-miler.
I’m the unofficial organizer of this aid station and am looking
for volunteers to help me help the runners who come
through. We already have 6 willing volunteers signed up, but
a couple more would be great.
The race starts early in the morning on Saturday, July 21st.
The workers arrive early to set up the food, water, Heed, and
other supplies that the runners will need. All food and supplies will be delivered to the location before we get there;
our job will be to set up everything before the first runner
arrives at around 6 a.m. I usually get there at around 5 a.m.
I will be reserving three motel rooms for Friday evening, which hopefully will accommodate 8–9 people. If you

would rather drive up very early Saturday morning, that is
fine. I will be financially responsible for the rooms but if you
wanted to contribute a little towards that cost, that would be
fine too. But don’t feel any obligation. I haven’t spoken with
our president or the Board about this item yet, but perhaps
SMAC can pick up some of the cost as well.
The work starts at around 5 a.m., and the last runner comes
by before 9 a.m. We have to pack up everything and leave it
at the station. This should take us to 9 a.m., and then we’re
done. So you will still have most of Saturday to get back home
and do your weekend thing.
I really have a lot of fun doing this. I know what these runners
are going through, and we are lucky to meet them early in the
race, when they are in a pretty good mood. And they really
appreciate it as well. You will get a lot of “thank you’s.”
And maybe some of you will get the itch to do a 100-miler
someday. It’s just a bit further than a marathon.
-Dave Martula, Treasurer
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Race Report

Salmon: They Do Run Run
by Jeannie LaPierre
As a teen, I explored the wooded trails near my house in
Turners Falls. They took me to secluded places where on
weekends small bonfires illuminated recreating in many
forms. In Greenfield’s Highland Park, singletrack paths crisscrossed the park. Across the street was a ridge trail to Poet’s
Seat Tower. I didn’t drive then, so I ran from home to get
there. The ambiance of the shaggy forest felt comforting and
calm. Perhaps my naiveté shielded me from the potential
dangers of a young woman running solo but if anyone had
warned me, I see my younger self rebelling because that’s
what my running was all about, as was the right to be left
alone.
Like many of you, I contemplate new adventures at the
end of a running season, when training schedules and discipline are lax. After a race in D.C. in April, I spent the next
month indulging in caloric content that could have used some
editing. The energy languished until it began to take shape. It
was the “these shorts have shrunk” syndrome that signaled it
was time to move in a purposeful way. I chose an event that
would be scenic and rural, without the technical challenge of
a true trail race but with many of the benefits: not too pricey
or logistically complicated, scenic and wooded with mixed
terrain and stable footing.
The USATF-certified, 5.41-mile Salmon River Run, a benefit for a land trust, was held in Colchester, CT on May 12th.
This rural portion of eastern Connecticut also hosts the hilly
Colchester Half Marathon in February, as well as the Airline
Trail Ghost Run Half Marathon in November, which is run
exclusively on the 50-mile state park rail trail. Originally a rail
line between New York and Boston via New Haven, the Airline Trail’s distance was imagined as a line drawn in the air.

The race began at one of only three covered bridges in
the state, the Comstock Bridge. A fife and drum corps played
the National Anthem and a musket blast signaled the start.
We immediately ascended Comstock Bridge Road and then
leveled out onto the seasonal River Road, a hard-packed dirt
surface winding through the woods along the Salmon River (a
popular spot for fly-fishing).
The course then climbed again as it passed under an old
brownstone railroad trestle, then onto the flat stone dust of
the Airline Trail, lush with spring green. I tried to pass a young
man in long shorts, but he sped up like a cat who did not
want to be caught. So I didn’t, at least not at first, but his
pace must’ve felt too furious for those long few seconds because we were soon
side-by-side again. I surged
ahead, expecting an answer.
But I left him as the course
took a hard left and began a
rewarding descent to the
finish. Afterwards, he told
me it was his first race. Being the old gal, I restrained
myself from offering unsolicited advice but asked if he
planned to race again. He shyly shook his head in the affirmative. It takes a while to learn pacing. For me, that would be 47
years. Some learn faster than others do. The 13-year-old won
his age group. That’s an incentive.
Despite a downpour, the festivities continued under a
shelter. The post-race BBQ included grilled smoked salmon,
pulled pork sandwiches, burgers, dogs, three varieties of pasta salad, and a green salad. Live music was followed by a very
efficient awards ceremony starting with the oldest age groups
first. Thank you.
I hadn’t experienced such joy from a race in a long while.
No skin in the game except for an effort that allowed me to
push but without the agony. I didn’t have to, and you couldn’t
make me. The woods are not always dark. May all your trail
runs be happy… and safe.
___________________________

And with a musket blast they’re off!
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Jeannie LaPierre lives in northern Connecticut and has been a
member of SMAC since the mid-seventies. She followed up the
Salmon Run with the Shad Run. She did not run with the herring because upstream swimming was required.
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Race Reviews

Gnome's Useless Race Reviews*
by Aleks Kajstura
*Unless you pick your races based on their moss content.
Seven Sisters Trail Race (May 5): Rating = 5/5
All the moss, in all the places. Moss on rocks, moss in mud, moss with
sticks, moss with flowers, moss on the hills, moss in the valleys. And all
that before you even cross the starting line. (Bonus: Epic life and death
moss-lichen battles everywhere.)
NE Season Opener Triathlon (May 19): Rating = 3/5

State Park kinda moss — good enough for government work. Kidding,
kidding. This is mostly sandy grassy terrain that doesn't lend itself well
to moss, still there must have been some along the course further into
the trees, but nothing that made an impression.
Northfield Road Race Series (Thursdays): Rating = 0/5
New rule: if you have more poison ivy than moss, you get 0 points.
Sawmill Hills Scramble 5K Trail Race (June 9): Rating = 5/5
Have you ever seen moss so great that you stop in your tracks and exclaim in wonder, thereby startling the course volunteer and worrying
them that you've just injured yourself? No? Well then I didn't either,
and definitely not on this course… yeah… (Bonus: seriously quality lichen at the finish line.)
Westfield Wave Sprint Triathlon (June 10): Rating = 2/5
Lots of moss near the parking
area, and a good few patches
along the run, but let's be honest, that bike course is not set
up for prime moss viewing.
(Anti-bonus: seaweed caught
on my timing chip for the last
1/10th mile of the swim.)
BURCS Vegan Power 25K Trail
Race (June 16): Rating = 6/5
I got moss in my eye.
Aleks is a perceptive SMAC
member from Sunderland
(photos by A. Kajstura)
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The Running Life

Adventure Time: An End-to-End Run of the Taconic Crest Trail
by Ben Kimball
In late April I got invited to run the full length of the rugged 37-mile Taconic Crest Trail on May 10. It’s not very often
that I get a chance to take part in a legitimately “epic” adventure, and you just gotta seize every opportunity to do make
those things happen. The distance actually fit well into my
spring training schedule, and I optimistically said yes.
Our team consisted of me and three other guys: Jason,
Peter, and Andy. After arranging car and water drops the
evening before, we all headed up to Williamstown where
Andy and his family live and got what sleep we could muster.
We rose around dawn, grabbed some breakfast, finalized our
gear prep, and were driven north by Andy’s super-helpful,
star-athlete daughter to the trailhead just across the NY state
line from North Pownal, VT. After applying some last-minute
sunscreen and bug spray, and chugging some water and beet
juice, etc., we set off up the trail at exactly 6:30 a.m.
The First Section
About a tenth of a mile in, the trail started shooting
straight up the super-steep slope and there was no question
of running. Eventually the grade lessened, though, and we
began making pretty good time. And then the trail began its

Knowing that we were in for an “ultra” day, we tried to
eat something every half hour or so, and each of us went
through 2 liters of water every 12 miles or so. Sometimes it
was hard to eat when you just didn’t want to, but everyone
seemed to manage to do it anyway. I was pleased that my oflate perpetually tight hip and groin muscles, and upper hamstrings, were giving me no signs of serious trouble.
The running was really good in this section and we were
able to keep going at a pretty decent clip for the most part.
Every now and then there'd be one of those super-steep uphills to slow us down, or an emergency quick trip off into the
woods for some… fertilizing, but our pace stayed reasonable.
The route was surprisingly dry despite recent rains, though
we did run across the occasional seepy slope and get our
shoes sucked in by muddy ATV ruts.
The Middle Section
After crossing Rte. 2 in Petersburg Pass, the trail immediately shot straight up what felt like the steepest ascent of the
day. I brought up the rear here, feeling acutely aware of the
effort and wanting to keep my heart rate at a humane level.
Mercifully, the grade soon eased some and the trail began to
rise and fall along the crest of the ridge again. It continued to
climb steadily, though, and after a fairly extended grind we
finally topped out at the mostly open summit of 2,700-foot
Berlin Mtn., the highest point along the Taconic Crest Trail.
A mile or so later we reached a junction with a steep side
path called the Phelps Trail, where Andy’s daughter and
some of her friends had hiked up several gallon jugs of water
for us. For real. How awesome is that???
The next few miles were all about feet, trail-finding, and
relentless forward progress. I’m afraid I wasn’t much of a
conversationalist on any of the uphills; I felt like I needed to
make the most I could out of every breath of oxygen.

The first climb of the day.

day-long habit of steeply rising and falling up and down every
peak on the crest of the ridge. For the most part we hiked all
uphills and gently ran most flats and all downhills.
After a few miles we arrived at a short spur path that led
down to a geologic feature called The Snow Hole. True to its
name, it was a hole, in the ground, and there was in fact still
some snow at the bottom.
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Crossing over peaks like Misery Mountain and Rounds
Mtn., you could catch occasional glimpses of Mt. Greylock
across the valley to the left, and later the windmills of the
Brodie Mountain ridge. Temps were very pleasant and a cool
north breeze at our backs provided a bit of a spring tailwind
all day.
The trail has recently been re-routed in a few spots along
this stretch, and the new paths are really more trail “notions”
for now, mostly well-signed but very hard to follow, especially with lots of last year’s dead leaves and branches still covering the ground. The Velcro kind of branches. Andy noted that
[Continued next page]
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[Taconics, continued from previous page]

he was amazed by “how many times sticks on the ground
stuck to the laces on my shoes for several paces.”
We missed one of the new turns and ran for about a mile
on the wrong route. Eventually realizing this, we put our
heads together to figure out what we’d done wrong, and
bushwhacked cross-ridge to get back on track. Then we did it
again about a mile later, though all we had to do was backtrack about a quarter of a mile the second time. We were
well aware that each of these accidental incidents added extra mileage to our already long day.
One particularly grueling stretch near mile 23 traversed
the east side of the ridge at a decidedly off-camber pitch.
(Interestingly, I later learned that at that point we were just
upslope from a nudist resort called Berkshire Vista Resort; I
didn't even know there was such a thing!)
At last our descent brought us to our mile 24 water drop,
where we’d stashed drop bags and water (someone thought
to put the water jugs in a stream, which was a fantastic idea).
We scarfed sandwiches (Jason had made a whole bunch
to share!), addressed gear needs, and generally assessed ourselves. I’d been feeling pretty knackered by this point and in
some low moments doubted both my ability and/or desire to
keep going. But the sandwiches, cookies, and rehydration
radically adjusted my attitude about things. Fast. Before I
knew it I was back in the game and ready to go.
The Final Section
We dropped quickly to the valley below, crossed Rte. 43,
and started up the gentle, lower slopes of Potter Mtn. Rd on
the other side, passing several large pastoral pastures along
the way. Hello cows.
From Potter Mtn. Rd, the trail switches steeply back and
forth up a tough, recently logged slope. Then it levels out and
heads south along the ridge. I started to bonk a bit, feeling
very low-energy all of a sudden. But after a quick Gu and
some Gatorade, I rebounded almost immediately.
Soon enough we found ourselves popping out along the
Berry Pond Circuit Road in Pittsfield State Forest. Very familiar territory from the BURCS Free to Run Trail Races. Then we
headed back out on singletrack trail towards Tower Mtn. I
felt especially good along this well-maintained stretch and
even led the way for a bit, filled with energy and enjoying the
high spirits as I chatted with Andy.
The descent from Tower Mtn. was also quite fun to run,
and we jogged most of the way to a big beaver pond. According to our maps this wetland meant that we were now only
about 2 miles from the end. Or so we thought.
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The low point of the day for me came at mile 34 or 35
when we arrived a junction with the Lebanon Springs Trail,
where Jason audibly let out an uncharacteristically dispirited,
“oh, that’s not good.” It seemed like we'd been making such
good time and we thought we were almost done, but apparently there were still about 3 miles left to go. That was a bit
demoralizing for everyone.
Continuing south, the trail actually steadily regains elevation as it traverses the side of the ridge. It passes the very
pretty Twin Pond, then does some more of the standard
steep ups and gentle downs that we’d grown so familiar with.
This section was the least well maintained we’d seen all day,
and it doesn’t seem to get a lot of traffic. There were numerous blowdowns to skirt and many downed sticks and branches to kick up with one foot to smash into the other.
Jason and Andy somehow found some extra gas in the
tank and ran all the way to the finish, even running most of
the uphills, while Peter and I brought up the rear at a slightly
less speedy but still enjoyable pace. Finally, we arrived at our
car at Rte. 20 where we ripped the running shoes off our super sore feet, scarfed salty snacks, and cracked open cold
celebratory beverages from the cooler.
Summary
In total we covered over 38 miles, climbed more than
9,000 feet of vertical, and burned 17 bazillion calories each.
Only light sunburns, very few bugs, and no injuries. Total
time start to finish, including breaks, was about 12 ½ hours. It
was definitely harder and more rugged than I’d expected.
Overall, I guess I probably wouldn’t choose to revisit this
route due to the general sketchiness of the trail re-routes in
some spots (hopefully they become more “established” over
time), though some sections, such as the part above Williamstown and the bits within a few miles of Berry Pond, are absolutely terrific for running. But I am super thrilled to have
explored it and proud to have finished the trek. Huge thanks
to Jason, Andy, and Peter for making it happen, being a great
group of determined dudes, and letting me join the fun.
This article is an abridged version of a longer blog post recap.
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Book Review

Butter is a Superfood
by Jeannie LaPierre
When did the term “fueling”
become part of the runner’s lexicon? Maybe when hydrophobic,
wicking clothing and GPS devices
became ubiquitous. Deciphering
the meaning of running generated
data requires thought as does the
ever-evolving science of nutrition.
Your watch tells you to run faster
but if your body isn’t properly fed,
it won’t happen.
I’m old enough to recall when
fueling was not a training consideration. Defizzed coke anyone? Is
that why I felt so wiped out on a
hot, humid day after a double
workout? Is that why, the night
before a marathon and after eating
pasta with tomato sauce, there
were many nighttime visits to the
bathroom? And why after a 16mile trail run with only water, I scarfed down a pint of grapenut ice cream then took a very long nap? Ouch. That wall
hurt. While no longer the go-to strategy for fueling, at least
the advent of carb loading was an attempt to address the
nutritional needs of serious athletes. Then the birth of sports
drinks, gels, and powders. It would take weeks to learn how
my body would react to what I was ingesting. The metabolism is a fickle mechanism. Add the weather, the training
plan, and sleep to the mix and the success algorithm gets as
confusing as all those computer updates that supposedly improve your experience.
Just like hot pants and disco, nutritional fads come and
go; no fat, paleo, high protein, the Jell-O Diet. The recipes in
Run Fast. Eat Slow. are based on a food journal kept by
Shalane Flanagan with help from runner and college friend
Elyse Kopecky, a culinary school graduate. Recipes are tagged
with descriptors such as “for post winter run hydration,” “for
lasting stamina,” or “for fueling on the go” which eliminates
the process of plotting out a chart of proteins, carbs, fats,
calories (if necessary at all). Of course, always experiment to
learn what works for your metabolism and dietary requirements. Caloric and nutritional needs constantly change so
fine tune and calibrate your intake. If you’re like me, you
probably have a few stories about inappropriate food choices
or not fueling adequately that affected event outcomes.
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My criteria for cookbooks include
the availability of components and
ease of preparation. The recipes in
Run Fast. Eat Slow. utilize mostly
common ingredients, the most unusual being teff flour, kamut berries,
or tempeh, a less processed version
of tofu. This is not a micro- concept
driven recipe book but rather a
whole food approach to healthy
fueling for the athlete.
Did you know that butter is a superfood? I’m all in. It is not a sin to
consume butter or olive oil. I’m
lucky to live near a farm that makes
goat cheese, raw milk feta, and
whole milk yogurt. Another local
farm supplies beef products from
pastured “happy cows.” Available in
most grocery stores, high protein
bison supplies iron by oxygenating
the red blood cells to power the muscles. Raised on the open
range, bison are not given antibiotics or growth hormones.
Though pricey, you won’t be eating it every day.
From “Morning Fuel,” “Nourishing Mains,” to “Runner’s
Remedies,” each recipe offers its own benefits. For energy
and combating stress, Bacon-Wrapped Stuffed Chicken fulfills
the “bacon makes everything taste better” requirement. To
boost the immune system, sip Apple-Ginger Cider. My favorite recipe is the High-Altitude Bison Meatballs with Simple
Marinara.
To run faster, do intervals. To fuel those intervals, Eat Slow.

the book’s website
*****
Jeannie LaPierre lives in northern Connecticut and has been a
member of SMAC since the mid-seventies. She is proud to be a
member of a club that persists in its mission to support runners of all abilities while nurturing the younger runners in the
profound and lasting benefits of the sport.
___________________________
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Running Anatomy
A Book Review by John Stifler
Founded in 1974 by a kinesiologist at the University of
Illinois, Human Kinetics publishes well-researched books on
fitness and health, including such categories as nutrition,
sports psychology, aging and exercise, coaching, exercise science, sports management, and specific sports ranging from
archery to wrestling to pickleball to skating to cricket to ninety others.*
Two of the Champaign, Illinois, company’s most conspicuous titles are, sure enough, Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic
Club co-founder Tom Derderian’s history of the Boston Marathon and Daniels’s Running Formula, a
1998 book of advice and insight from
the legendary coach Jack Daniels.
An excellent companion to Daniels’ coaching book now from Human
Kinetics is Running Anatomy, by Rutgers University track and crosscountry coach Joe Puleo and longtime
Runner’s World medical advisor Patrick Milroy. First published in 2010,
Running Anatomy this year appeared
in a second edition, considerably revised and reorganized, enhanced by
an increase in both the number and
the quality of the illustrations that
give the book the technical credibility
its title claims.
If you’re looking for a running
book full of inspirational stories and
spiritual advice about Running and
Being, look somewhere else. If you’re
looking for a handbook to keep by
your side as you build your body and mind into the best overall shape you can be in, this new edition of Running Anatomy
is probably for you.
Puleo and Milroy’s years of experience in teaching,
writing and otherwise explaining principles of physiology,
movement and training are beautifully reflected in the clear
prose of this book. Their first chapter, “The Runner in Motion,” analyzes in nine pages the entire set of movements
your body goes through in the fraction of a second it takes
you to run one step. When you’re doing 600-meter repeats
on a track or picking up your pace in the last kilometer of a

*The only sport I couldn’t find on the company web site is horseshoes.
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10K, you’re unlikely to be repeating all this knowledge in your
head, but when you get to the book’s middle chapters you’ll
be glad you know this stuff.
The second chapter should be enlightening – and reassuring -- for anyone who has tried to keep up with the various
training theories that runners and coaches have bandied
about since at least the 1950s, when Emil Zatopek ran intervals and repeats with a stopwatch in hand. Here, in one place,
is a precise explanation of the differences between aerobic
threshold, lactate threshold and VO2max training – as well as
the notable difference between the
terms “lactate” and “lactic acid.”
Also in this second chapter is an explanation of the concept of the central
governor model (CGM). Some exercise
scientists have offered the CGM as an
alternative to the longstanding argument that ultimately, when exerting
yourself hard, your body reaches a
point – call it the buildup of lactic acid,
the VO2max boundary, or something
else – beyond which it cannot go. According to the CGM, the ultimate limiting factor really is in your mind. The
authors cite Dr. Timothy Noakes, who
in the 1990s suggested that your unconscious mind is determined to preserve the body’s homeostasis, and
that therefore at some point it sends
signals insisting that you have reached
your limit and need to either back off
or stop entirely.
Puleo and Milroy conclude with no surprise that the reality lies in between these two views of what limits your possible exertion. And theirs is not another of those moreresearch-is-necessary kind of cop-out answers. To them, and
probably to you, the interesting question is, “Can we establish
a valid ratio for blending these two theories, and, if so, how
can we apply it to different runners with different musclefiber concentrations and other physiological and psychological strengths and weaknesses?”
After a third chapter, in which they discuss “External Factors that Affect Performance” – everything from weather and
altitude to jobs and family obligations – Puleo and Milroy
[Continued next page]
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[Running Anatomy, continued from previous page]

delve into what makes this book stand out most clearly: a
detailed explanation of the physiology and the correct application of strengthening exercises.
The middle five chapters of the book are arranged in sections matching parts of your body: feet and ankles, legs, core,
shoulders and arms, and chest and back. Page by page, you
get well-drawn illustrations of bodies engaged in exercises on
machines, with free weights, on platform and exercise balls,
or just standing or squatting or lying down. The drawings
highlight primary muscles, secondary muscles, and connective tissue, clearly identifying everything. Before I read this
book, I could tell my gluteus maximus from my biceps. Now,
with Puleo and Milroy’s help, I know the relationship between my rectus femoris and my semimembranosus.
More to the point, the illustrations and accompanying
text wonderfully amplify the instructions you may see printed
on the exercise machines in your gym. They give much more
explanation of what you’re supposed to be doing with those
levers, pulleys, pads and weights.

The final three chapters cover injury prevention, alternative training and “Gear and Advancements.” The first of these
continues the explanation of specific strengthening and
stretching exercise, but with emphasis on not getting hurt.
The second includes useful comments about running in water. The third reviews the history of the running shoe,
acknowledges that some people have run well barefoot,
notes that the minimalist shoe trend has justly faded, and
suggests that there may be a limit to just how technologicallyoriented you want your running to be. If you really want a
power meter or a running sensor, go ahead and buy one, but
don’t neglect the more subjective aspects of running.
As Puleo and Milroy observe early in the book, your eventual goal isn’t necessarily to run faster; it’s to run better.
*****

And they tell you why. Instructions for each exercise are
followed by a paragraph headed “Running Focus.” And here’s
where you understand why the authors took all those pages
at the beginning to describe in anatomical terms how your
body moves when you run. Besides telling you which muscles
you are strengthening, these passages explain how the particular exercise will enable you to maintain leg turnover, keep
your arms from getting fatigued, sustain your posture, or otherwise improve your running, with variations depending on
what distance you’re training for. Here, most of all, are reasons to carry the book in your gym bag.
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John Stifler, a Sugarloaf member and regular Sun contributor
since 1979, is a senior writer for New England Runner magazine and a former Daily Hampshire Gazette columnist and
UMass writing teacher. He lives in Florence.
___________________________

Reviewed: Running Anatomy
by Joe Puleo and Patrick Milroy
Human Kinetics, Champaign, Illinois
192 pages, $24.95
Cover and illustrations reprinted with permission, 2018.
www.HumanKinetics.com
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SMAC at the 2018 Seven Sisters Trail Race: Summit of Mt. Holyoke Edition

Peter Kennedy just after summiting Mt. Holyoke on the return leg.

Aleks Kajstura

Miodrag Glumac

Sarah Nelson... is still smilin’.

Scott Burch strides it out on a rare runnable section of the course.

Bosiljka Glumac

Elena Betke-Brunswick summits Mt. Holyoke.

Nan Mead

Michael Paulsen enjoys the breeze.

(photos that are entirely NOT representative of the rest of the course by Ben Kimball)
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Flash SMAC! Five Years Ago at the SMAC/VFW Run Around the Mountain 10K
South Deerfield, MA — Memorial Day Weekend, 2013
(photos by Ben Kimball)

Benita Barnes

Jodi McIntyre

Mark Mazzola

Various SMAC Photos from Around and About the Past Few Months

Wild Thing 10K photos
courtesy Tamara H. & Mass Audubon

John Herron at the Wild Thing 10K in Lenox

Alex Wirth-Cauchon and Donna Utakis
pose for their “before” picture at the
Booneville Backroads ultramarathon
hundred-miler in Booneville... Iowa!
(photo courtesy Donna Utakis)

B. Kimball at the Wild Thing 10K in Lenox
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Patrick Pezzati & Mark Staples in the whipping
winds atop Mt. Washington on June 16th.
Weirdly slow 8-miler times, guys… step it up!

Wyola start
by Vickie Barlow
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Mark Your Calendars for the Second Annual Village Ultra
September 1–2 in New Salem, MA
by Carla Halpern

Last year’s Village Ultra was held in mid-November;
This year you’ll find much greener pastures!

Hello SMAC friends! Please consider participating in the Second Annual Village Ultra, this year held on Labor Day weekend.
This is a low-key, non-competitive event to raise money for good causes in the North Quabbin region. This year, we are raising
funds for our local public middle school and high school.

The Village Ultra is a great way to meet (and surpass!) your personal goals in a supportive and fun environment. You can walk a
quarter mile on pavement, run dirt roads and trails for 24 hours, or anything in between. No prizes or awards, but there will be
finisher’s medals personalized with your individual mileage. There will be food throughout the event and free camping if you’d
like to pitch a tent.
Would you like to run or walk your first Half? Full Marathon? Ultra? Let me know your personal goals and I will do everything I
can to help you get there!
What a great way to cool down after the New England Green River Marathon and rev up for fall racing, right??
Don’t want to run or walk? Come volunteer! This is a Western Mass race during the SMAC Series, so yes, you get volunteer
points!
Please let me know if you have any questions. Online registration is available at Runreg.com. ($50 for 12Hr., $90 for 24Hr.)
Here’s the link to the race’s Facebook Event Page.
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Upcoming Races and Events
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region
Northampton 5K XC race series every Tuesday at the Northampton Community Gardens off of Burts Pit Rd at 6:30 p.m. [TRAIL]
Wednesday Night Track Workouts every Wednesday at the Deerfield Academy track at 6:00 p.m. [Track]
Summer Sizzler Series every Wednesday at Forest Park in Springfield 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Summer Trail Race Series 3.5 miles every Wednesday at Pittsfield State Forest 6:00 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Summer Trail Race Series ~3 miles every OTHER Wednesday off of Upper Dummerston Rd in Brattleboro 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
Northfield Summer Road Race Series every Thursday behind Cameron’s Winery in Northfield at 6:30 p.m. link [Road]
Alternating weekly 5Ks and 10Ks at Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke (see the Empire One running club’s website for full details)

July
1 (Sunday) Hodges Hoedown Trail Races Oxford, MA 8 a.m. website
4 (Wednesday) 4 on the Fourth (Pathways for Keene) Keene, NH 8:30 a.m. website
4 (Wednesday) Firecracker 4-Miler Brattleboro, VT 9:30 a.m. link
7 (Saturday) Road to Recovery 5K Bernardston, MA 10 a.m. registration
7 (Saturday) BURCS Summer Fatass 24 hrs. (& 12 & 6) Notchview Reservation, Windsor, MA registration (FULL) [TRAIL]
8 (Sunday) Loon Mountain Hill Climb Lincoln, NH a.m. website
8 (Sunday) Quaboag Plantation Triathlon West Brookfield, MA 8 a.m. Facebook [TRIATHLON]
8 (Sunday) Massachusetts State Triathlon (Olympic) Winchendon, MA 8 a.m. website [TRIATHLON]
10 (Tuesday) Hill Top 5K Hubbardston State Forest, MA 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
14 (Saturday) Sugarloaf Mtn. 10K (trail race) South Deerfield, MA 8:30 a.m. look for registration on RunReg [TRAIL]
14 (Saturday) Give Peace a Tri sprint triathlon Surry, NH 8:45 a.m. registration [TRIATHLON]
21–22 (Saturday-Sunday) Vermont 100 ultramarathon, Brownsville/Woodstock, VT 4 a.m. website
23 (Sunday) Indian Ladder Trail Runs (15K) Voorheesville, NY 9 a.m. website [TRAIL]
24 (Tuesday) NMC Burbank 5M Trail Race Fitchburg, MA 6:30 p.m. link [TRAIL]
29 (Sunday) Nancy‘s Run for the ACCRF (4-miler) Westhampton, MA 9 a.m. registration
29 (Sunday) Soapstone Assault trail race (5.5 miles) Stafford Springs, CT 9 a.m. link [TRAIL]

August
4 (Saturday) People’s Forest 7-Miler (trail race) Barkhamsted Res, CT 9 a.m. registration [TRAIL]
5 (Sunday) Greenfield Lightlife Triathlon (sprint & international) Greenfield, MA 8 a.m. website [TRIATHLON]
11 (Saturday) Bridge of Flowers Race (5-miler) Shelburne Falls, MA 9 a.m. website
18 (Saturday) Montague Mug Race (5.5-miler) Montague, MA 8:30 a.m. website
25 (Saturday) Best Dam Run (trail half-marathon) Whitingham, VT (Harriman Reservoir) 9 a.m. Facebook
26 (Sunday) New England Green River Marathon Greenfield, MA 7 a.m. website Facebook [SMAC’s NEW MARATHON]
26 (Sunday) Cyclonaut Sprint Triathlon Chicopee, MA 8 a.m. website [TRIATHLON]
Frozen Yogurt 5K Northampton?
September
The Village Ultra (New Salem, MA), Swanzey Covered Bridges Half-Marathon (Swanzey, NH), Mt. Greylock Uphill Road Race (North
Adams, MA), Savoy Loop 5-mile road race (Savoy, MA), Free to Run Trail Races (Pittsfield SF, MA), Linda’s Closet 5K (Nelson, NH),
Pisgah Mountain Trail Races (Chesterfield, NH), Summit Run 5K (Holyoke, MA), Don Maynard 5-Miler (Greenfield, MA), Peaked
Mountain Birthday Run (Monson, MA), Clarence Demar Marathon (Keene, NH), Hogsback Half Marathon (Colebrook, CT), WMDP
5K XC race (Holyoke, MA), Hospice Meadows Run 5K (Northampton, MA), Tully Trail Run (Royalston, MA), and more.
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SMAC Gear

Sweet New SMAC Singlets Are IN!

Team SMAC at the 2018 Lake Wyola Road Race (photo courtesy President Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger)
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Photos

SMAC at the 2018 Vegan Power Trail Races (25K and 50K) at Pittsfield State Forest (6/16/18)

Carla Halpern completing loop 1 of the 50K.

Aleks Kajstura having a very good day in the 25K.

Rebecca González-Kreisberg crosses that bridge.

Nan Mead adorns Rebecca with a righteous ribbon.

Christine Morin with one loop to go.
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Nancy Mead flying in to the finish.

Aleks Kajstura outta da house!
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Community
SMAC holds its monthly club Board of Directors meetings at The Bement School in Deerfield. To show our appreciation for the
school’s kind offer to let us use the space, we recently sent them a thank you gift. This is the letter we received in return, and I
don’t know about you but it really makes me proud to be a member of this club. Its mission to support running of all kinds in
the Valley is a really good one, and it is so gratifying to get to witness real world examples of it like this. -Ben
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Parting Shot

Is It Hot Enough For Ya?

SMAC President Tom Raffensperger at the 2018 Snowshoe Nationals in Woodford, VT on 3/10/18.
(photo by Ben Kimball)

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2018

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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